
LOYO LOGISTICS is a professional integrated
international logistics company in China,
providing freight transportation and logistics,
outsource solutions, and information services for
a growing number of customers.

SHENZHEN LOYO LOGISTICS



Based in Shenzhen , Logistics solutions can be
advised from any city in China to overseas.
As a reliable logistics partner in China, Making
your business smoothly is our purpose.



Global Network



In order to meet our customer’s freight
needs, we wholeheartedly integrate all kinds
of transportation, including contract motor
carriers, railroads, air freight carriers,
express, ocean carriers, etc.



Through the excellent service and dedication
of our employees, performance-driven
culture, and proven track record of success,
we have built a great reputation in logistics.



Relying on the high-quality agencies around
the world, the growing consciousness of
innovation, the outstanding service concept, the
increasingly improved delivery capability and
advanced information technology, LOYO
meets the differentiated demand of the
different customers all over the world actively,
initiatively and flexibly, and wins the trust and
cooperation.



1. Sea freight / Air freight / Sea-land transport
2.    Customs clearance / Door-Door service 
3.    Chartering / Booking / Inspection-declaration 

OUR MAIN SERVICE



4.   Warehousing / Stuffing / Storage/Bonded 
5.   Insurance / Full documentation service 
6.   Inland transportation throughout the nation



Your satisfaction is our eternal purpose of service and
also the commitment of the endeavor and responsibility
of LOYO Logistics. Nowadays, LOYO Logistics is
healthy, broad and profound, and has been one of the
most competitive international freight forwarders.



The Company will keep committing itself to leading the
scientific development of the industry to approach the
changing challenges in the global logistics field. LOYO
Logistics is always ready to achieve the prosperity of the
freight industry and the business development of both
customers and staffs.



Our partners



SHENZHEN LOYO INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS CO., LTD.

Tell : +86-755-23603587
Fax: +86-755- 89480756
E-mail: overseas@loyotrans.com
Website: www.loyotrans.com
Address:   RM1503, New Green Island Building, NO.1175,     
Nanshan Avenue, Nanshan District, Shenzhen,CN518052Nanshan Avenue, Nanshan District, Shenzhen,CN518052



ProgressProgress

LOYO・GROUPLOYO・GROUP
SHENZHEN LOYO HI-TECH LTD
SHENZHEN LOYO INTL LOGISTICS CO.,LTD.


